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The understanding of graphs and extraction of relevant information from graphs plays a major role in
physics education and is also important in several related fields. Recently, Susac et al. [Phys. Rev. Phys.
Educ. Res. 14, 020109 (2018)] compared physics and psychology students’ understanding of graphs in the
contexts of physics and finance. They showed that physicists scored significantly higher in both domains
and that all students solved the slope problems better than the area problems. Moreover, eye-tracking data
revealed that physics students spent more time on problems associated with the area under the graph and
focused longer on the axis labels of finance graphs, indicating higher cognitive demands. In this eye-
tracking study, we aim for a generalization of the results obtained by Susac et al. by comparing physics
students to another nonphysics sample, viz., economics students. The findings broadly confirm the results
of Susac et al.; that is, physics students perform better than nonphysics students. While economics students
likely have better prior knowledge on finance context than psychology students, the physics students still
outperform them on the finance questions. In contrast to the work by Susac et al., both groups of students
had the same visit duration on the graphs, consequently proving total dwell time to be an inadequate
predictor of performance. Instead, we identify that attention on concept-specific areas of interest within the
graphs discriminates the correct from the incorrect performers. Furthermore, we analyzed the confidence
level of the two student groups and found that physics students have a higher ability to correctly judge their
own performance compared to economics students. Overall, our results highlight the importance of an
instructional adjustment towards a more mathematical- and graphical-based education.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevPhysEducRes.15.020116

I. INTRODUCTION

For several years, students’ understanding of graphs
has stimulated major research efforts in physics and other
fields [1–4]. In physics, these studies have identified
several difficulties for students, such as the point-interval
confusion, variable confusion, or the area-slope-height
confusion [1].
Going beyond the study of mathematical prerequisites

concerning the slope and the area under the graph, some
studies focus on the influence of context in which the
graph is presented and the question is posed [5]. In such
a case, besides the mathematical skills for determining
the area and the slope of a graph, it is necessary to
identify the connection between the desired quantity and

the information displayed in the graph. For example, in the
context of physics, it is necessary to know that acceleration
can be achieved by determining the slope in a velocity-time
graph. This so-called domain knowledge develops with the
level of exposure to the content. When a problem is posed
in a different context, the student needs to transfer the
mathematical skills to the different domain. Previous
research has shown that there are two main reasons why
this transfer could fail: either the student does not possess
the required mathematical skill or the corresponding mental
resource does exist, but it is not activated due to a wrong
interpretation of the presented problem [6].
Recently, Susac et al. compared the qualitative and

quantitative graphical understanding of Croatian physics
students and psychology students and found that both
groups struggle more with questions about the concept
of an area under the curve than with problems about the
slope [7]. With four isomorphic pairs of questions which
required the same mathematical procedure in the context of
physics and finance, they showed that physics students
focused significantly longer on the graph and spent more
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time looking at questions in the unfamiliar context of
finance. The high scores of physics students in comparison
to psychology students in the finance problems indicate
that the mathematical skills of physics students are an
important asset for the transfer of knowledge to unfamiliar
contexts. As a consequence, Susac et al. [7] suggest
emphasizing the concept of the area under a graph and
the interpretation of graphs during instructions since they
are important in manifold contexts.
Besides the evaluation of standard test scores, the

rating of confidence levels with multiple-choice questions
recently became popular in physics education research
(PER) [8–10]. From studies with economics and psycho-
logy students, it is known that high-performing students
have a better ability to accurately judge their own perfor-
mance [11]. This observation can be quantified by compar-
ing the confidence ratings associated with correct responses
with those of incorrect responses [12]. The more accurate
the judgment, the higher the difference between the scores
of correct and incorrect responses. Moreover, it was found
that poorly performing students grossly overestimated their
performance, which is widely known as the Dunning-
Kruger effect [13]. This effect was recently validated in
PER [9] and could also be observed in problems testing
the representational competence of physics students in the
context of kinematics [14]. However, little is known about
the influence of the subject context (e.g., finance or
physics) on students’ confidence ratings and about the
ability to judge one’s own performance in the context of
graphs. Since confidence ratings are found to be an efficient
tool to indicate the existence of misconceptions and
learning difficulties [14], the assessment of students’
response confidence rating in this study enriches the
research about students’ misconceptions [8].
To examine students’ response processes during graphi-

cal task solving, eye tracking has been proven to be a
powerful tool to complement the research with a data
resource on students’ visual attention [15]. Previous eye-
tracking research on students’ understanding of kinematic
graphs showed a strong link between the visuospatial
abilities of a student and the understanding of kinematic
graphs, which is linked to the tendency of low-spatial
students to interpret graphs literally [16]. In this context,
Madsen et al. showed that students who answered a
question correctly focus longer on relevant areas of a
graph such as the axes [17]. Their finding also suggests
that previous exposure to the context of a problem enhances
the focus on the important regions [18]. Consequently, the
abovementioned learning difficulties and misconceptions,
e.g., the point-interval confusion, are likely to be reflected
in certain eye-movement patterns and attentional distribu-
tions shifted towards conceptually irrelevant regions.
In fact, Kekule reported qualitative results that indicate
different task-solving approaches between best- and
worst-performing students when they solved the test of

understanding graphs in kinematics (TUG-K) [19,20]. On
the item level, it can be expected that different cognitive
demands (e.g., verbal vs quantitative reasoning) also create
different eye-movement patterns. However, prior research
has mainly investigated total dwell time on different parts
of the multiple-choice items (question statement, diagrams,
and alternatives), leaving this assumption unproven. In this
context, Kekule found no differences in the average fixation
duration between best- and worst-performing students
while solving tasks of the TUG-K [20]. The conclusions
of eye-tracking studies have the potential to identify
misconceptions and learning difficulties in order to design
particular instructions to help students learning.
In this paper, we present a replication study of the

original work of Susac et al. [7] in which we compare the
performance of physics and economics students using
the identical questions from the original work about graph
slope and area under the graph in the context of physics and
finance. To generalize the body of evidence, we compare
physics students to a different group of nonphysics stu-
dents, viz., economics students instead of psychology
students. The study presented here can be considered
as an operational replication within the classification of
Lykken [21] or partial direct replication according to
Schmidt [22] because we use the main test material of
the original work without the inclusion of certain control
variables and we extend the sample group since we intend
to test the generalizability of the influence of context on the
understanding of kinematic graphs. With this modification
in mind we are unable to test whether or not the original
findings are correct, but we are able to test the veracity of
the conclusion and constrain the generalizability of certain
findings in the original manuscript, as discussed below.
While we acknowledge the value of a direct replication
in the sense of Schmidt, we found it important to extend
the previously tested target group to students with a
potentially different access to mathematical methods and
problems in the context of finance due to their chosen major
in economics.
In general, a replication study constitutes an essential

aspect of empirical research which serves to corroborate
and constrain previous findings and, thus, emphasizes and,
ideally, accelerates the application of important aspects
in teaching practices. Successful examples of such impor-
tant replication studies can be found in several areas of
physics education research [23–25]. Furthermore, replica-
tions inhibit a particular value when an independent group
which did not invent the examined theory or protocol aims
to reproduce the original results [26], since it allows one to
test for certain biases, as pointed out by Makel and Plucker
[27], or experimental design errors. They inhibit value for
educational research because they empower the empirical
body of research in terms of generality and independence of
particular samples. The motivation for this replication study
is to understand and consider the added complexity when
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teaching kinematic graphs or general visual representations
in the field of physics as well as in other fields. We did not
presume or anticipate any biases or weaknesses in the
experimental design in the original study by Susac et al.
and we also did not find an indication for any shortcoming.
Eye tracking is used here as an important tool to identify
correct task-solving approaches—even in different contexts.
In this replication study, we consolidate and constrain the

results of the original work of Susac et al. In addition, we
address three main research questions.
(1) How do the physics students and the economics

students solve tasks associated with slopes and the
area under a graph in the context of physics and in
the context of finance?

(2) How do physics students rate their confidence when
giving a correct or false answer in comparison to
economics students?

(3) Do the eye movements of the students in each group
reveal differences with respect to their performance?

We are particularly interested in the pieces of information
that the different student groups allocate their attention to.
Therefore, we apply deeper analysis procedures to the eye-
tracking data (see Sec. II E), allowing us to investigate how
students visually interact with the diagrams.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

A total of 69 students from two German universities
took part in the experiment. Twenty-nine (N ¼ 29) of the
participants were first-year students from the Technische
Universität Kaiserslautern majoring in physics and the
other participants (N ¼ 40) were economics students
from the University of Mainz who had completed at least
one course on finance. The age of the physics students
ranged from 18 to 27 years; their average age was
19.9� 1.8 years. The age of the economics students
ranged from 18 to 31 years; their average age was
21.6� 2.7 years. Participation was voluntary, took about
45 minutes, and was compensated with 10€. All students
had normal or correct-to-normal vision.
Physics is taught as a compulsory subject for four years

in the lower secondary level (grade 5–10) in Germany. In
kinematics, the basic quantities (time, displacement) are
introduced and basic ideas are taught, such as the concept
of velocity and acceleration and their (indirect) measure-
ment. Explicit teaching of kinematics graphs starts in
physics courses at the beginning of the upper secondary
level (participant age 15–16 years), where physics is not a
compulsory subject. Most of the physics students (89%)
selected the physics course at school whereas only a
minority of economics students (16%) did so. None of
the participants were exposed to kinematics graphs after
school. The physics students, in particular, had not learned
about kinematic graphs in university courses since the

experiment took place during the first weeks of the students’
first academic year. According to faculty, the economics
students also did not encounter graphs similar to those used
in this study in their finance courses. Obviously, economics
students did not learn about kinematics graphs after school
since kinematics is not part of an economics curriculum.

B. Materials

In this study, we used the same eight multiple-choice
items from the study of Susac et al. [7] and translated them
into German [28] (see Fig. 1 for an example). All items
showed linear graphs and tested student’s understanding of
graph slope and the area under a graph with the help of
qualitative and quantitative questions. Each combination
of concepts (graph slope, area under graph) and question
type (qualitative or quantitative) was presented in the
context of physics and finance, yielding four sets of
isomorphic questions.

C. Apparatus

The tasks were presented on a 22-in. computer
screen. The resolution of the computer screen was set to

FIG. 1. An isomorphic pair of qualitative questions about the
area under a curve.
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1920 × 1080 pixels with a refresh rate of 75 Hz. Eye
movements were recorded with a Tobii X3-120 stationary
eye-tracking system [29], which had an accuracy of less
than 0.40° of visual angle (as reported by the manufacturer)
and a sampling frequency of 120 Hz. The system allows a
relatively high degree of freedom in terms of head move-
ment (no chin rest was used). To detect fixations and
saccades, an I-VT algorithm was adopted [30]. An eye
movement was classified as a saccade (i.e., in motion) if the
acceleration of the eyes exceeded 8500°=s2 and velocity
exceeded 30°=s.

D. Procedure and measures

First, the students were introduced to the eye tracker and
a 9-point calibration process was used for a fully custom-
ized and accurate gaze point calculation. Then, the eight
multiple-choice items were presented in a partially counter-
balanced sequence (i.e., isomorphic questions were never
presented one after another). Each slide contained the
question, the diagram, and the answer options. After
students were ready to give their answer, they pressed a
key to advance to the next page, where they entered their
answer and their response confidence on a 6-point Likert-
type rating scale, ranging from very high confidence to very
low confidence. For the latter, the students were asked how
confident they were about the correctness of the answer
they had just given. The students could take as much time
as needed to answer a question. After the eye movements
had been measured, students answered a short question-
naire about their demographics.
In contrast to Susac et al., we did not assign a paper-and-

pencil test asking for written explanations of students’
answers since their choice of strategy would have exceeded
the scope of this research. However, we measured students’
response confidence to obtain information about correct
answers selected by construct-irrelevant response behavior
(e.g., random guessing).

E. Data analysis

Each correct answer during the eye-tracking measure-
ment was credited with 1 point and a false answer received
0 points, yielding a maximum of 8 points. With the absence
of given explanations, no correction to the scores was
made. We found that the combination of correct answers and
very low response confidence (lucky guess, cf. Ref. [8]) was
very rare (less than 3% of all cases). The confidence ratings
were linearly transformed to a [0,1] scale, where 0 means
lowest and 1 means highest confidence.
Part of the analysis procedure was adopted from Susac

et al., i.e., areas of interest (AOIs) were defined that covered
different parts of the items. The total dwell time was
calculated from the eye-tracking data related to the intro-
duction text and question, the graph, the axis labels, the axis
tick labels, and the multiple-choice answers; see Fig. 2(a).
The AOIs Question, Graph and Multiple choice did not

overlap and covered the full presentation slide whereas the
AOIs Axis labels and Axis tick labels were embedded into
the Graph AOI. Moreover, we investigated whether the
spatial distribution of visual attention differs between
physics and economics students. For this purpose, the
diagram of each item was covered with an array of small
equally sized AOIs fG1;…; Gng (AOI size 50 × 50 pixels)
and the students’ fixation count was determined for each
AOI Gi [31]. Average fixation counts were computed
within each group and normalized scores were compared
across groups to identify spots that attract more attention
from either physics or economics students.
While fixation data provide information about where

students pay visual attention, the absolute saccadic direc-
tion contains complementary information about the direc-
tion in which students were looking at the line graphs. The
absolute saccadic direction is the angle of any saccadic
movement with respect to a horizontal line (0°). The
absolute saccadic direction was calculated by applying
basic trigonometry on two consecutive fixations (Ref. [32],
p. 303) based on the fixation data on the AOI Graph. To
further analyze the saccade data quantitatively, the saccades
that corresponded to the gradient angles of the line graph
(within a 5° tolerance band) were counted for each student.
By this means, it can be concluded to what extend students
followed the line graphs with their eyes.
To determine the effects of question type, concepts,

group, and context, several analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
were conducted. All datasets that were analyzed satisfied

FIG. 2. (a) Definition of AOIs for one item. (b) AOI pattern
covering the diagram (without axis labels) for the same item.
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the assumptions required for conducting ANOVAs. A
threshold of p ¼ 0.05 was used for determining the
level of effect significance within all conducted tests.
The Levene test was used to test the null hypothesis that
the variance is equal across groups. The assumption of
homogeneity of variance was met for every comparison.
The eye-tracking data of two physics students were
invalid; thus, those two participants were removed from
all analyses. When reporting correlation coefficients, the
Pearson correlation coefficient was used.

F. Comparison to the study of Susac et al.

In the Introduction, the motivation for carrying out this
study was formulated and the importance of replication
studies in education research was emphasized. In Table I,
we briefly summarize the major methodological differences
between the study presented here and the original study
from Susac et al. [7].
The physics sample tested by Susac et al. is substantially

different from the sample tested here due to their different
target degree (physics majors vs prospective physics
teachers) and their study progress (first year vs fourth
year). On the one hand, the difference between both physics
samples expands the data basis towards more generaliza-
tion of the research question in terms of comparing
“physics” vs nonphysics students. On the other hand, a
direct comparison between the results obtained in both
studies must consider these differences. Apart from that,
Susac et al. assessed students’ strategies in solving prob-
lems with graphs and used this information to adjust the
performance scores. Instead, we assessed the students’
confidence scores to obtain additional information about
their (metacognitive skills), and thus used raw test scores
for the analysis. As a consequence, the performance scores
cannot be compared directly between both studies.
However, the measured effects can be compared since
the same data analysis approach was chosen.
For the eye-tracking data, the same areas of interest were

defined as in the original work and the same analysis
procedure was chosen. Because of the same methodology,

the gaze data measured in this study can directly be
compared to the gaze data measured by Susac et al., and
they are presented next to each other, allowing for a
convenient comparison between the two. Extending pre-
vious methods, the spatial distribution of visual attention
was investigated on the item level and the saccadic
directions were analyzed to obtain more information about
the conceptual and perceptual approaches when students
solve graph problems.

III. RESULTS

In this section, the analysis of students’ scores, response
confidence ratings, and eye-tracking data is reported.
Descriptive data in figures are presented together with
data from the original work to enable a convenient
comparison across both studies.

A. Analysis of students’ scores

The mean test score and standard deviation were
ð55� 27Þ%. The physics students [(69� 26Þ%]
scored significantly higher than the economics students
[ð46 � 23Þ%], p ¼ 2 × 10−4.
To evaluate the impact of question type (qualitative vs

quantitative) and concept (graph slope vs area under a
graph) on the students’ scores, a two-way repeated-measure
ANOVA was conducted for each group of students. For
physics students, we found a statistically significant main
effect of both factors, type of question [Fð1; 26Þ ¼ 7.27,
p < 0.01, η2p ¼ 0.22] and concept [Fð1; 26Þ ¼ 4.32,
p < 0.05, η2p ¼ 0.14], whereas the interaction effect was
not significant [Fð1; 26Þ ¼ 0.13, p > 0.05, η2p ¼ 0.01].
For economics students, we also found a statistically
significant main effect of both factors, type of question
[Fð1; 39Þ ¼ 49.9, p < 0.001, η2p ¼ 0.56] and concept
[Fð1; 39Þ ¼ 21.5, p < 0.001, η2p ¼ 0.36]. Moreover, the
interaction was significant as well [Fð1; 39Þ ¼ 8.39,
p < 0.01, η2p ¼ 0.17]. Both groups of students solved
qualitative questions better than quantitative questions
and had higher scores on questions about graph slope than

TABLE I. Comparison of methodological features between the study presented here and the original study from Susac et al. [7].

Method This study Original study [7]

Participants 27 physics students (first year), 40 economics students 45 physics students (teacher program, fourth year),
45 psychology students

Materials Four isomorphic pairs of items about graph slope and area under a curve in the context of physics and finance

Apparatus tobii X3–120 Hz SMI RED500 Hz
Additional data Confidence scores Student strategies (questionnaire)
Coding scheme Only direct response (correct or incorrect) Response and explanation (correction)

Data analysis ANOVAs to determine the effects of question type, concepts, group, and context on the dependent variables
AOIs question, graph, multiple choice, axis labels
AOI axis tick labels, saccadic direction,
attention distribution

Analysis of student strategies
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on questions about the area under a graph (Fig. 3). For the
economics students, the difference between scores on
qualitative and quantitative questions was larger for ques-
tions about graph slope [Fig. 3(b)].
To compare both groups of students across both contexts,

we applied a repeated-measure ANOVA with the context
(physics vs finance) as a within-subject factor and with
the group as a between-subject factor. The analysis was
performed for each pair of isomorphic questions, and the
results are presented in Table II. For qualitative questions
about the slope concept, there were no group or context
effects and no interaction effects. For quantitative questions
on graph slope, physics students achieved higher scores
than economics students, and both groups of students
scored higher on the physics questions than on the finance
questions, yielding no interaction effect (Fig. 4). For
qualitative questions on the area under a graph, physics
students had higher scores than economics students. Both
physics and economics students solved the physics ques-
tions better than the finance questions; hence no interaction
effect occurred. For quantitative questions on the area under
a graph, physics students scored higher than economics
students did. Overall, there was no difference between
the scores on physics and finance questions. There was a
marginal interaction effect between student group and
context, and further data analysis revealed that economics
students scored higher on the finance questions than on

physics questions [tð39Þ ¼ 2.01, p ¼ 0.06]. There was an
opposite trend for the physics students, but the difference
was not significant.

B. Analysis of students’ confidence ratings

The mean confidence rating and standard deviation were
(62� 23Þ%. The physics students reported a confidence
level of ð66� 27Þ% and the economics students reported
a confidence level of ð59� 19Þ%, with no significant
differences between the groups, p > 0.05. For the physics
students, the total score and the mean confidence level were
highly correlated [rð27Þ ¼ 0.51, p < 0.01], whereas for
the economics students, there was no significant correlation
[rð40Þ ¼ 0.28, p > 0.05].
To further explore students’ confidence ratings, we

applied the same analysis procedure that we applied to
the scores. Two-way ANOVAs revealed no significant main
effects of the factors concept and type of question for
either group of students. However, the interaction between
question type and concept was significant for physics
students [Fð1; 26Þ ¼ 4.75, p < 0.05, η2p ¼ 0.15] and more
pronounced for economics students [Fð1; 39Þ ¼ 10.67,
p < 0.01, η2p ¼ 0.22]. For questions about graph slope,
students are more confident about their responses to
qualitative questions than to quantitative questions, and
the opposite applies to the area questions (Fig. 12 in the

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Average scores of (a) physics students and (b) economics students on the qualitative and quantitative questions about graph
slope and the area under a graph. The error bars represent 1 standard error of the mean (SEM).

TABLE II. Results of the two-way ANOVAs conducted on students’ scores with the context (physics vs finance)
as a within-subject factor and with the group (physics students vs economics students) as a between-subject factor.

Group Context Interaction

F p η2p F p η2p F p η2p

Slope qualitative 0.12 >0.05 � � � 0.49 >0.05 � � � 0.49 >0.05 � � �
Slope quantitative 9.42 0.003 0.13 13.9 <10−4 0.18 0.16 >0.05 � � �
Area qualitative 9.14 0.004 0.12 10.9 0.02 0.14 0.12 >0.05 � � �
Area quantitative 13.5 <10−4 0.17 0.16 >0.05 � � � 2.60 0.12 0.04
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Appendix). To evaluate the impact of context on students’
confidence ratings, a repeated-measure ANOVA was run
with context as the within-subject factor and group as the
between-subject factor for each pair of isomorphic ques-
tions. The results are shown in Table III in the Appendix.
There were no significant effects for any combination of
question type and concept, neither main effects on any
factor nor interaction effects.
To investigate the accuracy of students’ confidence judg-

ments, the confidence ratings were considered for correct
and incorrect answers, respectively. This dichotomous split
of the dataset prevents the application of the repeated-
measure analysis from above due to the lack of paired
variables (there is only one confidence rating for either a
correct or an incorrect answer). Hence, all questions on the
slope concept and on the area concept were aggregated,
respectively (Fig. 5). For the slope concept, the physics
students were more confident when answering correctly than
incorrectly [tð106Þ ¼ 2.62, p < 0.01]. In contrast, the
economics students’ confidence was not significantly differ-
ent between correct and incorrect answers [tð145Þ ¼ 1.37,
p > 0.05]. For the area concept, the results were similar.
Physics students responded with higher confidence when

they answered correctly [tð106Þ ¼ 2.23, p < 0.05], but
economics students did not [tð158Þ ¼ −1.22, p > 0.05].

C. Analysis of students’ eye movements

1. Total viewing time

First, we calculated total viewing time, i.e., dwell time
that students spent on all questions before giving the
answer and before rating their confidence. Average total
viewing time on all eight questions was 424� 90 s for the
physics students and 458� 160 s for the economics
students, with no significant difference between the groups.
To compare students’ total viewing time on qualitative and
quantitative questions about graph slope and the area under
a graph, a 2 × 2 ANOVA (type of question × concept) was
conducted, separately for both groups of students. For
physics students, a significant main effect for concept
was found [Fð1; 26Þ ¼ 12.7, p < 0.001, η2p ¼ 0.33],
whereas the factor question type was not significant.
Physics students spent more time viewing the area ques-
tions than viewing the slope questions [Fig. 6(a)]. The
interaction effect was significant [Fð1; 26Þ ¼ 10.9,
p ¼< 0.01, η2p ¼ 0.30], indicating that the type of question

FIG. 4. Average scores of physics and economics students in the context of physics and finance on the qualitative and quantitative
questions about graph slope and area under a graph. The error bars represent 1 SEM.

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. Average confidence ratings of physics and economics students associated with correct and incorrect answers on (a) the slope
questions and on (b) the area questions. The error bars represent 1 SEM.
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had the opposite effect on questions about graph slope than
on questions about the area under a graph. Regarding the
questions about graph slope, physics students paid more
visual attention to the quantitative questions [tð26Þ ¼ 2.3,
p < 0.05], whereas they had longer viewing times for the
qualitative questions [tð26Þ ¼ 2.1, p < 0.05] on questions
about the area under the graph.
For economics students, the results were analogous; we

found a significant main effect of concept [Fð1;39Þ¼12.9,
p<0.001, η2p ¼ 0.25] and an interaction effect [Fð1; 39Þ ¼
20.9, p < 10−4, η2p ¼ 0.35] but no effect of question type.
Economics students spent more time on questions about
the area under a graph than they spent on questions about
graph slope [Fig. 6(b)]. Similar to physics students,
economics students had longer total viewing times for
the quantitative questions about slopes [tð39Þ ¼ 3.62,
p < 0.001], whereas they had longer total viewing time
for the qualitative questions about the area under a graph
[tð39Þ ¼ 2.77, p < 0.01].
To further explore students’ total viewing times, we

applied the same analysis that we applied to the scores
and the confidence ratings. The results of a two-way mixed
design ANOVA with the between-subject factor group and
the within-subject factor context are shown in Table IV
in the Appendix for each pair of isomorphic questions. The
analysis revealed no effect of context or group in any
combination of question type and concept. For qualitative
questions on slopes, there was an interaction effect, indicat-
ing that physics students spent more time on the finance
question and economics students spent more time on the
physics question. Other interaction effects did not occur.
Finally, we compare our data to the total viewing time data

fromSusac et al [7]. As Fig. 6 shows, theGerman physics and
economics students spent more time viewing the items than
the Croatian physics and psychology students did for all
combinations of questions and concepts. The difference is

caused by viewing time on the question and the alternatives;
see Sec. III C 2. However, the descriptive data in Fig. 6 also
reveal a correlation between the viewing times and the
concept or question type across both samples. In fact, all
effects of question type andconcept on students’ total viewing
time that Susac et al. reported have been reproduced in
our study. As reported above (cf. Table IV), we found an
interaction effect between study domain and context regard-
ing total viewing timeon the qualitative questions about graph
slope. Besides that, no differences between the groups of
students across the context were found. In contrast, Susac
et al. reported two main effects of the factor group (psychol-
ogy students spent less timeon the area questions thanphysics
students did) and two main effects on the factor context
(students spent more time on the quantitative questionswith a
finance context than with a physics context).

2. Viewing time on different areas of interest

To further investigate the eye-tracking data, the viewing
times were analyzed with respect to different areas
of interest, as defined in Sec. II E. First, we obtained
students’ viewing times on the AOIs Question, Graph, and
Multiple choice and compared them between the groups
of students (Fig. 7). Three Bonferroni adjusted t-tests
showed no statistical difference between the viewing time
of physics and economics students at the AOIs Question
[tð65Þ¼−0.26, p>0.05], Graph [tð65Þ¼−0.74, p>0.05],
andMultiple choice [tð65Þ ¼ −0.54, p > 0.05]. In contrast
to our result, Susac et al. reported a significant difference
between the viewing time of physics and nonphysics
students at the AOI Graph; see Fig. 7. While the
German and Croatian physics students spent the same time
on the AOI Graph, there is a huge difference between
psychology and economics students. From Fig. 7 it also
seems that Croatian students spent less time than German
students on the Question and Multiple choice AOIs.

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. Average total viewing time of (a) physics students and (b) nonphysics students on the qualitative and quantitative questions
about graph slope and the area under a graph. The bar graphs represent data obtained in this study and refer to physics and economics
students, whereas the triangles represent the data from Susac et al., referring to physics and psychology students [7]. The error bars
represent 1 SEM.
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Second, the total viewing time on the AOI Axis labels
(adding the viewing times on the x-axis and y-axis labels)
was determined for each item. We performed a two-way
mixed design ANOVA with the between-subject factor
group and the within-subject factor context on total viewing
time on the AOI Axis labels and found a significant
interaction [Fð1; 65Þ ¼ 6.9, p ¼ 0.01, η2p ¼ 0.10]. For
questions about the physics context, physics students looked
at the axis labels for 14� 9 s in total while the total viewing
time tended to be longer for economics students (19� 11 s).
The opposite was the case for questions about the finance
context: economics students had slightly shorter total view-
ing times (15� 7 s) than physics students had (18� 9 s)
[33]. Considering the AOI Axis labels, Susac et al. also
found a statistically significant interaction between the
factors group and context. Croatian physics students spent
more time on the finance labels whereas the psychology
students spent more time on the physics labels.
Third, the viewing times on the Axis tick labels were

analyzed by a 2 × 2 ANOVA (type of question × concept),
separately for the physics and the economics students.
For physics students, there was a significant main effect
of the factor question type [Fð1; 26Þ ¼ 24.4, p < 10−4,
η2p ¼ 0.48]. Physics students spent more time on the axis
tick labels of quantitative questions; see Fig. 13 in the
Appendix. For the economics students, both main effects
were significant, the factor concept [Fð1; 39Þ ¼ 40.5,
p < 10−4, η2p ¼ 0.51] and the factor question type
[Fð1; 39Þ ¼ 13.4, p ¼ 0.001, η2p ¼ 0.23]. Economics stu-
dents also had more fixations on the axis tick labels of
quantitative questions and on the axis tick labels of
questions about the area under the graph.

3. Distribution of visual attention
and saccadic eye movements

Last, we analyzed the eye-tracking data on the item level.
We determined the distribution of fixations and the dis-
tribution of absolute saccade directions for physics and
economics students with respect to the Graph (without the
axes labels). The analysis was performed for each item, and
the results of one item per question type and concept
is reported in this article. The analysis of the remaining
items is reported in the Appendix. Figures 8(a), 9(a), 10(a),
and 11(a) present the differences in visual attention
between the groups. If the physics students had more
fixations on a specific AOI Gi than the economics students,
the AOI is colored green. Otherwise, it is colored red.
Uncolored AOIs reflect areas with no difference in visual
attention between physics and economics students, occur-
ring either if there was no visual attention at all or both
groups of students had the same number of fixations.
Figures 8(b), 9(b), 10(b), and 11(b) show the distribution

of absolute saccade directions in physics and economics
students. The distribution of saccadic directions was
generated by counting the number of saccadic directions

FIG. 7. Average viewing time of physics and nonphysics
students on the AOIs Question, Graph, and Multiple choice.
The bar graphs represent data obtained in this study and refer to
physics and economics students, whereas the triangles represent
the data from Susac et al., referring to physics and psychology
students. The error bars represent 1 SEM.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. Analysis of visual attention and saccadic eye move-
ments for the qualitative question on graph slope in the context of
physics. Students had to compare acceleration of two objects
within the first 3 s of the motion process. (a) The green (red) color
indicates areas that were observed significantly longer by physics
(economics) students. (b) Polar distributions of saccadic angles
by group condition (physics students vs economics students),
referring to the AOI Graph. The solid black lines refer to the
gradient angles of the line graphs.
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within each bin of the full circle and by normalizing to the
total number of saccades. Furthermore, each plot shows the
gradient angles of the line graphs in unit length, allowing a
convenient comparison of the students’ saccadic eye move-
ments to the slope of the line graphs. The distribution of
absolute saccade directions tells us whether students
followed the graph or made transitions between numbers
on the vertical or horizontal axes and the graph.
The qualitative question about graph slope requires a

comparison between the acceleration of two objects within
the first 3 s of the motion process. Economics students show
a tendency to evaluate the lower left part of the diagram with
more attention than physics students did [Fig. 8(a)], whereas
physics students also focus on regions of the graph that are
not addressed by the question (G24,G47,G105). In particular,
the AOI G118 covers the area between both line graphs at
t ¼ 3 s and receives more attention from economics students
than from physics students. The polar distribution of saccade
directions shows peaks at angles that correspond to the
gradient angle of the graphs. In numbers, more than 40% of
eye movements were performed in the same direction as the
line graphs (within a 5° tolerance band). Thus, the saccadic
direction corresponding to the line graph gradient is the most
dominant angle in the distribution of physics and economics
students, indicating that both groups of students followed the
line graphs with their eyes.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 9. Analysis of visual attention and saccadic eye move-
ments for the quantitative question on graph slope in the context
of finance. Students had to determine the cost per minute from the
graph. For more details, please refer to the caption of Fig. 8.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 10. Analysis of visual attention and saccadic eye move-
ments for the qualitative question on area under a graph in the
context of physics. Students had to compare the distances covered
by two objects after t ¼ 9 h. For more details, please refer to the
caption of Fig. 8.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 11. Analysis of visual attention and saccadic eye move-
ments for the quantitative question on area under a graph in the
context of physics. Students had to calculate the distance traveled
by a car during the first 8 s from the graph. For more details,
please refer to the caption of Fig. 8.
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For the quantitative question about graph slope in the
finance context, students had to calculate the cost per
minute of a phone call. As can be seen in Fig. 9, economics
students focused relatively more on the point (2,2) (AOI
G120) than the physics students did. On the contrary, the
physics students allocated relatively more visual attention
to different intersection points, e.g., (6,4) (AOI G85) and
(10,6) (AOIG63), and they fixated the graph relatively more
often than economics students did. Figure 9 also reveals
that economics students fixated the point (6,4) and the
corresponding axis tick labels but less often than the
physics students on average. The saccadic direction dis-
tribution is similar between the groups, peaking in hori-
zontal and vertical directions. We found that physics
students performed more saccadic eye movement along
the direction of the graph slope (26.6° and 206.6°) than
economics students did [tð65Þ ¼ 2.35, p ¼ 0.02].
The qualitative question about the area under a graph

asked students to compare the distances covered by two
objects after t ¼ 9 h in a vðtÞ diagram. The most pronounced
difference in visual attention between physics and economics
students can be found in the AOIsG74 and G87, covering the
graph line at t ¼ 9h; see Fig. 10. Economics students spent
much more time on these areas than did physics students.
Furthermore, economics students spent longer time focusing
on the intersection of the line graphs with the y axis (G13 and
G52). Physics students focused mostly on the graph “X”, and
predominantly in regions where the graph “X” is above
graph “Y” (G14, G59). The saccadic direction distributions
show peaks in vertical direction and in the direction of the
graph slope. While the distributions are very similar between
both groups of students, economics students tended to
perform more horizontal eye movements than physics
students did [tð65Þ ¼ 1.70, p ¼ 0.10].
Finally, the quantitative question about the area under a

graph required students to calculate the distance traveled by
a car during the first 8 s, given a vðtÞ diagram. Economics
students spent more time looking at the values on the y axis
than physics students did, see Fig. 11, whereas physics
students distributed their attention more along the graph line,
focusing on the point (8,40). The saccadic direction dis-
tribution shows peaks in horizontal and vertical directions.
Furthermore, physics students performed more saccadic eye
movement along the direction of the graph slope (45° and
225°) than economics students ½tð65Þ ¼ 2.20; p ¼ 0.03].
To compare the distribution of visual attention among

isomorphic pairs of items, please refer to Fig. 14 in the
Appendix, which reinforces the results described above.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Students’ scores and confidence ratings

1. Physics students achieved better scores
than economics students

Physics students performed significantly better than eco-
nomics students overall. Apart from qualitative questions

about graph slope, physics students had much higher scores
in all combinations of question type and concept. Thus, we
replicated the findings from Susac et al. [7] with another
nonphysics comparison group, viz., economics students, and
with a physics sample that is substantially different from the
original sample (first-year physics majors vs fourth-year
prospective physics teachers).

2. Physics students assess their understanding more
accurately than economics students

Physics students provided correct answers with higher
confidence ratings in comparison to when they gave
incorrect answers. Thus, the students’ ability and their
confidence were highly intercorrelated. In contrast, the
economics students often did not judge their cognitive
skills accurately since there is no significant difference
between the mean confidence ratings assigned to items
which the students answered correctly and the mean
confidence ratings assigned to items answered incorrectly.
However, the physics students’ average confidence rating
for incorrect answers is still about 50%, revealing potential
to improve their metacognitive skills. Several investigations
found that the accuracy of confidence judgments varies
among different ability levels; viz., low performing stu-
dents do not reliably distinguish between correct and
incorrect responses [9,11,34,35]. This phenomenon is well
studied in educational psychology and is called the
Dunning-Kruger effect [13]. In this particular case of items,
incorrect alternatives were constructed to address common
misconceptions and rather simple calculation errors (e.g.,
determining the area of a rectangle instead of a triangle in
the case of the area questions). Therefore, the participants
were able to select an incorrect alternative that reflected
their flawed thinking process, resulting in a high response
confidence [14]. It can be assumed that the mathematical
procedures for solving the questions are more present for
the physics than for the economics students [7], enabling
physics students to reflect on their answers more deeply
whereas the metacognitive insight is reduced for economics
students.

3. Graph slope is an easier concept than the area
under a graph

Similar to Susac et al. [7], all students solved the questions
aboutgraphslopebetter than thequestionsabout theareaunder
a graph. In particular, the qualitative questions about graph
slope were solved correctly by around 80% of the students
across both contexts, indicating that this idea is intuitive for
physics and economics students (e.g., in the context of
consumer surplus or producer surplus). The economics
students also had no difficulties with the qualitative question
of graph slope in the context of physics. This indicates that
economics students were able to recognize acceleration as the
slope in thevvs tgraphin thesamemanneras thegrowthrateof
prices as the slope in the price vs time graph.
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4. Quantitative questions are more difficult than
qualitative questions for first-year physics students

In contrast to the Croatian study, we found a main effect
of question type (quantitative vs qualitative). The German
physics students solved the qualitative questions better than
the quantitative ones; i.e., the first-year students have more
trouble with the quantitative problems compared to the
qualitative problems whereas the fourth-year students
investigated by Susac et al. solved both types of problems
equally well. Similar results of this kind have been reported
before [5] for first-year students, so it is likely that the
difference between the results is due to the differences
between the two physics samples. As Susac et al. point out,
“studying physics significantly improves their [the stu-
dents’] ability to solve quantitative problems on graphs”
(Ref. [7], p. 10), and additional follow-up tests would shed
more light on the development of this skill.

5. Transfer to familiar and unfamiliar domains

Physics students solved the physics questions better than
the finance questions, which is not surprising given that they
chose physics as their study domain. Moreover, they also
solved the finance questions very well and even better than the
economics students. Physics students probably never encoun-
tered these types of questions before; thus our results indicate
that physics students were able to successfully transfer the
mathematical strategies they developed in physics or mathe-
matics at school for solving tasks in a different context.
For the economics students, we have no reliable data

about their familiarity in the domains of physics or finance
questions apart from their choice of the study domain
(economics) and the small fraction of students that selected
physics in school. Further studies should take this variable
into account to obtain a better discrimination in terms of the
students’ familiarity with each context. Counterintuitively,
the economics students only performed better in the finance
context compared to the physics context in one out of four
pairs of questions (quantitative question about the area
under a graph). This again raises the question about the
familiarity of economics students in the finance context,
and further studies are required to investigate the role of
context familiarization as a prerequisite of performance.

B. Students’ eye movements

1. Total viewing time indicates item difficulty

Our findings broadly confirm the results obtained by
Susac et al. that both groups of students spent more time on
questions about the area under the graph than on questions
about graph slope. This substantiates the evidence of the
area concept being more difficult for the students compared
to the slope concept, since longer viewing times are
associated with higher cognitive effort [36].
Furthermore, we confirmed that solving quantitative

questions about the slope is more time consuming than

solving the qualitative question. Susac et al. explain the
different viewing timesby the fact that students need to extract
more information from thegraphwhencalculationshave to be
performed. Indeed, we found that the longer viewing time on
quantitative questions about graph slope can mostly be
credited to longer viewing times on the axis tick labels,
supporting the idea that informationextractionandprocessing
contributes to the difference, and extending previous results.
Judging the area under the graph qualitatively required the

longest time across all items. It took students even longer
than calculating the area under the graph quantitatively,
which is an opposite trend of the viewing times comparing
the slope qualitative and quantitative questions. The result is
again well in line with the literature and can be explained by
the fact that, first, the area under a graph cannot be estimated
as quickly as the graph slope and, second, these types of
questions were likely to be new for both groups of students,
so maybe they needed more time to evaluate what to look for
and where. For qualitative questions, both groups spent more
time on the axis tick labels for the area question compared to
the slope question. We assume that the students tried to get
more information about the units of the quantities that were
presented on the labels and how to combine them to fit the
answers. Since more work has to be done to confirm this
claim (e.g., using think-aloud interviews), the result at least
shows that the demands of the qualitative questions on area
were unfamiliar to the students.

2. Unfamiliar axis labels receive more attention

Our data reproduced the finding of Susac et al. that physics
students spent more time on the finance axis labels and
nonphysics students spent more time on the physics axis
labels. Thus, both groups of students needed more time to
extract information from the axes in graphs with the context
thatwasunfamiliar to them.This result shows that bothgroups
of students made an effort to extract relevant information
contained in the graph axes and that the axis label is important
to solve the questions. This result also serves as a secondary
evaluation of the experiment (“manipulation check” [37]),
showing that each student group was at least more familiar
with the terminology used in their own domain.

3. Total viewing time is not correlated
with the students’ performance

The comparison between physics and economics students
revealed no differences between the groups concerning total
viewing times, whereas Susac et al. report differences
between physics and psychology students [7]. The results
further showed that the German physics students spent more
time on the items than the Croatian physics students did, and
that the difference arises from a longer viewing time on the
question statement (Question) and the alternatives (Multiple
choice). More importantly, both samples of physics students
as well as the economics students spent about the same
amount of time on the graph (Graph). The difference in total
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scores between physics [ð69� 26Þ%] and economics stu-
dents [ð46� 23Þ%] is not reflected by differences in total
viewing time on the diagrams; thus, total viewing time alone
does not explain the difference in the performance outcomes
between the groups.

4. Economics students spend more time on conceptually
irrelevant areas than physics students

The pattern analysis revealed several manifestations of
misconceptions and learning difficulties for economics
students on the item level. When required to calculate
the slope (e.g., velocity from a position-time graph) at a
given point, students oftentimes divide the y coordinate
(say, the position) by the x coordinate (say, time) instead of
considering appropriate intervals (point-interval confu-
sion). For quantitative questions about graph slope, the
economics students spent relatively more time on a single
point in the diagram [ðx; yÞ ¼ ð2; 2Þ] than the physics
students did, who in turn considered many different points.
Indeed, most incorrect answers included a division of two
values y=x rather than the division of intervals Δy=Δx.
Prior literature reported about the interval-point confusion
as a common misconception in the context of graph
understanding [4,38], and the eye-tracking data provide
evidence for this mistake. Susac et al. also reported that
using only points instead of the intervals was the most
common incorrect strategy used by the students [7].
For qualitative questions about the area under the graph,

the economics students spent relatively more time on the axis
tick labels even though they were not relevant to estimate the
area under the curves. Beichner reported that students
inappropriately use axis values when area calculations are
required and our data support this claim [1]. We also found
that economics students relative to physics students focused
more often on areas that were highlighted by the question
statement (e.g., “t ¼ 9 h” for the qualitative question about
area and “t ¼ 3 s” for the qualitative question about slope);
see Figs. 8 and 10. Each question was phrased to address a
specific point in the graph (e.g., to calculate the slope at the
instant t ¼ 3 s). However, focusing only on this instant
furthermore indicates the point-interval confusion.
We found that economics students also showed a

tendency to compare the graph height rather than compar-
ing the area under the curve (Figs. 10 and 11). Students do
not recognize the meaning of areas under kinematics graph
which has also been reported before [1], and the eye-
tracking data prove its existence.

5. Physics students trace the line graphs with their eyes
more often than economics students

For qualitative questions, the saccadic direction distribu-
tion showed that both groups of students performed saccadic
eye movements corresponding to the gradient angle of the
line graph. For the qualitative questions about graph slope,
most eye movements followed the graph. We interpret this
result as an indication of correct cognitive processing of the

slope concept by the students in a qualitative manner. This
suggests that the slope concept is an intuitive idea and that
both groups of students activate similar cognitive resources
to solve the problem. For the quantitative questions, hori-
zontal and vertical eye movements were dominant, indicat-
ing interactions between points on the graph and the axis tick
labels, and comparing values on the horizontal (x) axis and
vertical (y) axis. Therefore, the distribution of saccadic
directions is a discriminating feature of question type for
graph slope (quantitative vs qualitative).
Comparing physics and economics students, the analysis

of saccadic directions revealed a significant difference
between the groups for the quantitative questions. Physics
students followed the line graphs with their eyes more often
than economics students did, and this difference becomes
more obvious when fixations on the graph axis and on axis
tick labels are excluded from the analysis. This supports the
finding from above that physics students distributed their
attention over a broader area and scanned the line graphs
more often to solve the problems more successfully.

V. CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to compare physics and
nonphysics students regarding their understanding of graph
slope and the area under the graph in the contexts of physics
and finance. In particular, we replicated the investigation
performed by Susac et al. [7] with a different nonphysics
sample (economics students). The thorough eye-tracking
analysis sheds more light on differences between physics
and nonphysics students, reflecting correct and incorrect
strategies that have been identified in the literature.
Overall, the physics students outperformed the economics

students, especially in the context of finance questions. Even
more, economics students overestimated their ability and we
hypothesize that this effect can be attributed to the familiarity
with the finance context. However, further investigations are
required to reliably assess context familiarity of different
student groups. Since students might be more able to develop
an appropriate understanding of graphs if they reflect
correctly on their performance [9], the evaluation of and
confrontation with confidence judgments could furthermore
help them to identify knowledge gaps. This confirming
observation supports the demand of Susac et al. for a
substantial mathematical education in high school and college
level education in various fields, since it appears to be
essential not only to transfer the skills to an unfamiliar
domain but also to understand and correctly solve problems in
the familiar domain. In light of these results, we suggest that
future research address the development of instruction with
respect to different contexts in order to promote students’
abilities to transfer their strategies to different domains.
There were no differences concerning time spent on the

diagrams between physics and economics students, proving
this measure to be inadequate for discriminating between
the different performance scores of the groups. Instead,
more advanced analysis methods revealed differences in the
visual attention between both groups of students, reflecting
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typical misconceptions such as the point-interval confusion
and confusion between absolute value and slope or area.
The identification of conceptually relevant and irrelevant
areas paves the way for guided-feedback systems and
machine-learning algorithms in the context of graph under-
standing [39] and can be used for discussions in the
classroom. In particular, the typical mistakes should be
addressed and sample gaze paths from successful physics
students can be used to demonstrate and discuss expert
information extraction from diagrams.
Furthermore, our results broadly confirm previous find-

ings on student understanding of graphs; i.e., graph slope is
an easier concept than the area under the graph for physics
and nonphysics students. Area questions required more
time and were therefore cognitively more demanding,
indicating that more emphasis should be put on the
qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the area concept.

Extending previous results, we found that qualitative and
quantitative questions are cognitively processed differently.
Students spent more time on the axis tick labels and
predominantly perform saccades in horizontal and vertical
directions, i.e., along the axes, when they encounter
quantitative questions. In contrast, students predominantly
performed saccades corresponding to the gradient angle of
line graphs to extract qualitative information.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL DATA

The students’ confidence ratings are depicted in Fig. 12, and the belonging two-way ANOVA results are summarized in
Table III. Additional eye-tracking data referring to the AOI Axis tick labes are provided in Fig. 13. Finally, the results of the
saccadic direction analysis for items not discussed in Sect. III C 3 are provided in Fig. 14. This figure also contains the
students’ spatial distribution of visual attention.

(a) (b)

FIG. 12. Average confidence ratings of physics students (a) and nonphysics students (b) on the qualitative and quantitative questions
about graph slope and area under a graph. The error bars represent 1 SEM.

(a) (b)

FIG. 13. Average total viewing time of (a) physics students and (b) nonphysics students on the AOI Axis tick labels for qualitative and
quantitative questions about graph slope and area under a graph. The error bars represent 1 SEM.
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TABLE III. Results of the two-way ANOVAs conducted on students’ confidence ratings with the context (physics vs finance) as a
within-subject factor and with the group (physics students vs economics students) as a between-subject factor.

Group Context Interaction

F p η2p F p η2p F p η2p

Slope qualitative 0.70 >0.05 � � � 0.14 >0.05 � � � 0.97 >0.05 � � �
Slope quantitative 0.90 >0.05 � � � 0.04 >0.05 � � � 0.50 >0.05 � � �
Area qualitative 2.11 >0.05 � � � 0.06 >0.05 � � � 0.25 >0.05 � � �
Area quantitative 0.51 >0.05 � � � 0.02 >0.05 � � � 2.00 >0.05 � � �

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 14. Analysis of visual attention and saccadic directions for (a) the qualitative question on graph slope in the context of finance, for
(b) the quantitative question on graph slope in the context of physics, for (c) the qualitative question on area under a curve in the context
of finance, and for (d) the quantitative question on area under a curve in the context of finance. The green (red) color indicates areas that
were observed significantly longer by physics (economics) students. In (a), students had to compare price rates of two objects within the
first five months of a time period. In (b), students had to determine the acceleration from the graph. In (c), students had to compare the
total costs for a taxi ride (8 km) between two companies. In (d), students had to calculate from the diagram the total salary of a worker
after working 8 hours.
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